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QUESTION 1

With the Default vSAN Storage Policy applied to all virtual machines, which statement is true about a vSAN three-node
configuration? 

A. RAID-5/6 erasure coding can be enabled to save space in an all-flash vSAN configuration. 

B. It can migrate all data from a node during maintenance. 

C. It requires a witness appliance. 

D. It can tolerate only one host failure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How does vSAN respond when a vSAN drive is pulled from a server chassis or a host if a vSAN cluster fails without
warning? 

A. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as absent. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ClomRepairDelay timer, which is set to 60 minutes by default, expires. 

B. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as inaccessible. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components the
next time a host enters maintenance mode. 

C. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as degraded. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components the
next time a host enters maintenance mode. 

D. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as healthy. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ComponentRecovery timer, which is set to 60 minutes by default, expires. 

E. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as stale. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ComponentRecovery timer, which is set to 90 minutes by default, expires. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following vSAN host configuration: 

1.

 Each host contains one vSAN disk group 

2.

 All drives in the vSAN disk group are attached to the same storage controller 

3.
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 All virtual machines are assigned the Virtual SAN Default Storage Policy, which has not been modified 

4.

 ESXi is installed on and running from a drive connected connected to a separate storage controller 

5.

 vSphere HA is enabled 

What happens when the storage controller with the vSAN drives attached fails? 

A. All components on the drives affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Offline". vSphere HA restarts all
virtual machines running on the host with the storage controller failure. 

B. vSphere HA restarts all virtual machines running on the host with the storage controller failure. vSAN components
affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Repairing" until the virtual machines are back online. 

C. All components on the capacity affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Stale". vSAN waits 60 minutes
before attempting to rebuild the affected components on other healthy hosts in the cluster. 

D. All components on the capacity affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Degraded". vSAN attempts to
rebuild all components affected by the failure on the other healthy hosts in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding storage policies? (Choose two.) 

A. Each VMDK within a VM may be assigned a different storage policy. 

B. Storage policies can be created that are not compatible with any datastores. 

C. Multiple storage policies can be assigned to a single VMDK. 

D. A maximum of four storage policies per datastore can be created. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two VM Storage Policy rules are supported with vSAN iSCSI Target LUNs? (Choose two.) 

A. Replication 

B. RAID-5/6 erasure coding - Capacity 

C. Deduplication and Compression 

D. Force Provisioning 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 6

What is the minimum number of components that comprise a 100GB vSAN object with a RAID-5 erasure coding policy
assigned to it? 

A. 3 

B. 9 

C. 6 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the listed configurations is a valid and supported vSAN configuration? 

A. Four physical hosts Every host has one vSAN disk group Each vSAN disk group contains one cache device and five
capacity devices The vSAN service is enabled on a VMkernel adapter on every host 

B. Three physical hosts Every host has one vSAN disk group Each vSAN disk group contains two cache devices and
four capacity devices The vSAN service is enabled on a VMkernel adapter on every host 

C. Four physical hosts Two of the host have one vSAN disk group, the other two hosts are "compute-only" nodes Each
vSAN disk group contains one cache device and three capacity devices The vSAN service is NOT enabled on the
"compute-only" nodes 

D. Four physical hosts Two of the host have one vSAN disk group, the other two hosts are "compute-only" nodes Each
vSAN disk group contains one cache device and three capacity devices The vSAN service is enabled on a VMkernel
adapter on every host 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

If a vSAN capacity device experiences a pattern of sustained high latency, how does vSAN attempt to remediate the
issue? 

A. vSAN attempts to evacuate the data from the storage device. 

B. vSphere DRS migrates all virtual machines from the host containing the affected device 

C. Virtual machines with components on the affected device are rebooted if vSphere Proactive HA is enabled 

D. The host containing the storage device is automatically placed into maintenance mode and the "vSAN storage device
failure" alarms is triggered. 

Correct Answer: A 
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In vSAN 6.1 we introduced Dying Disk Handling to identify and remediate pro-actively disks that we detected high
latency from. When failure of a device is anticipated, vSAN evaluates the data on the device. If there are replicas of the
data on other devices in the cluster, vSAN will mark these components as "absent". "Absent" components are not rebuilt
immediately as it is possible the cause of the issue is temporary. vSAN waits for 60 minutes by default before starting
the rebuilding process. This does not affect the availability of a virtual machine as the data is still accessible using one
or more other replicas in the cluster. If the only replica of data is located on a suspect device, vSAN will immediately
start the evacuation of this data to other healthy storage devices. 

References:https://storagehub.vmware.com/export_to_pdf/vmware-vsan-6-6-technical-overview-1 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three of the listed statements are true about vSAN deduplication and compression? (Choose three.) 

A. Deduplication and compression can help to provide additional host failure tolerance. 

B. Deduplication and compression require at least four hosts. 

C. Deduplication and compression reduce redundant data within each disk group. 

D. Deduplication and compression results vary based on the types of data stored in a vSAN environment. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-3D2D80CC444E-454E-9B8B-25C3F620EFED.html
https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/vsan/vmware-vsan-62space-efficiency-technologies.pdf 

 

QUESTION 10

Which services for vSAN are provided by NexentaConnect? 

A. Encryption and key management 

B. Apache and JavaScript 

C. NFS and SMB 

D. iSCSI and FC 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

https://www.google.lk/url? 

sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=2andcad=rjaanduact=8andved=0ahUKEwig8OCcg6zaAhVEKlAKH
ZRL 

BrwQFggzMAEandurl=https%3A%2F%2Fnexenta.com%2Frs%2Fnexenta2%2Fimages% 

2FNexentaConnect_vsan_Datasheet.pdfandusg=AOvVaw0RznW2485ZBfCWZutPUTSy 
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QUESTION 11

The following are the configuration details for a 10-node all-flash vSAN cluster: 

1.

 All hosts contain one vSAN disk group. 

2.

 Each disk group has 400GB for the cache tier and 1600GB for the capacity tier. 

A host in the cluster is placed into maintenance mode. The maintenance mode option selected is "Ensure data
accessibility from other hosts". 

How much is the vSAN datastore raw capacity reduced while the host is in maintenance mode? 

A. 1600GB 

B. 400GB 

C. 0GB 

D. 2000GB 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-73493C3C0DEC-419D-9E36-801B2839A5A5.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements are true about VSAN deduplication and compression? (Choose two.) 

A. vSAN deduplication and compression are enabled on a per virtual machines basis. 

B. vSAN deduplication and compression deduplicate with a variable block size. 

C. vSAN deduplication and compression are enabled at the cluster level and occur at the disk group level. 

D. vSAN deduplication and compression deduplicate with a fixed 4K-block size. 

Correct Answer: CD 

You can enable deduplication and compression as a cluster-wide setting, but they are applied on a disk 

group basis. 

The vSAN deduplication block size is 4K fixed. 

References: 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
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vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-3D2D80CC444E-454E-9B8B-25C3F620EFED.html https://blogs
.vmware.com/virtualblocks/2017/11/29/vsanoperations-adding-removing-drives-deduplication-compression-enabled/ 

 

QUESTION 13

When can a change to a storage policy be made? 

A. Only when creating a new policy, because policies become protected objects after creation. 

B. A change to SPBM policies can be made at any time. 

C. A change to a policy can be made at any time, but only if there are no VMs using that policy. 

D. After shutting down any VMs using that policy to ensure data integrity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

References: https://storagehub.vmware.com/export_to_pdf/storage-policies-and-vsan page 15,16 

 

QUESTION 14

Which three statements are true regarding vSAN networking requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Each host must have minimum bandwidth dedicated to vSAN: 

1.

 Dedicated 1 Gbps for hybrid configurations. 

2.
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 Dedicated or shared 10 Gbps for all-flash configurations. 

B. vSAN supports both IPv4 and IPv6. 

C. Each host in the vSAN cluster must have a VMkernel network adapter with vSAN traffic enabled. 

D. Each host in a vSAN cluster must use NIC teaming with NetFlow enabled. 

E. The vSAN port group must have Promiscuous Mode emabled. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

References: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-
AFF133BCF4B6-4753-815F-20D3D752D898.html 

 

QUESTION 15

Which vSAN health check category monitors cluster items to help ensure supported hardware, software, and drivers are
being used? 

A. Cluster 

B. vSAN Object Health 

C. Hardware Compatibility 

D. Component Metadata Health 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Hardware Compatibility- Monitor the cluster components to ensure that they are using supported hardware,
software, and drivers. Reference:https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/
com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-68CDE86F-C5A7-4B3E-9DA8-BD8165D3A9AF.html 
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